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NASA Contiact u NAS5-20945, Investigation 02319B
A. Problems - None encountered.
B. Accenalishments - Recent meetings with the Stanford Research
Institute (Si:I) researc_ ors have been used to better define
what SRI can accomplish with their $10,000. 4.7e decided -hat
because of the limited amount of mone y available, most of
SRL's work would be concc:-_trated in the Suisun Bay portion
of the San Francisco Bay Delta System. The Suisun Bay area
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fluctuations which have a visible impact on the ..,later surface.
SRI is now in the process of preparing a movie of all available
imagery of Suisun Bay for the past year. This should be
completed by the end of ' .Iav and will use a pproximately $6 to 7
thousand of their money. After this task is completed, we
will decide how; to best use the remaining funds.
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The remainin g U-2 fli ghts have been tentatively scheduled for
May 3 and :'.av 20. Arrangements are no g:, bein g made to collect
around truth data.
During the past fC?:.1 months I have been reva.e:.ing data from
various acencies to determine tho availabilit y or ,.ater quality
data at the time of satellite overflights. One deve'.or:ment in
this data search has been the uncoverina of several :3imilar
investigations (evaluation of some aspect of water quality by
rer-.ote sensin g ) in the study areas. _Data from these reports
may be helpful in Fillin g in so:r.e of the gaps resulting l rem
the limited scope of the current study.
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F. Funds Fxn_ended - As of April 1,	 1976,	 SRI had only spent 5600
of	 their $10,00. Although it is difficult to determine the
exact amount spent by state anencies,	 it is on the order of	 U1
$4000
	
(approximately one man-month) out of a total commitment
of	 $12,000. r,
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$2400.00	 $1380.00
	 $1380.00
As of April 1, 1976.
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11. Aircraft Data - As of vet I have ordered no aircraft data.
Thls dcla ,r in ordering is because there are more imares than
I car, afford to purchase and I Would like to Wait until aftcr
the May flight so I have all i.maaes available from which to
make the most effective selections.
Randall L. Brown
Sr. Water Qualitv Bioloaist
Principal Investigator
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